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ABSTRACT: 
 This paper endeavors to depicts need of all encompassing methodology in scholastic libraries. 
Experience dependent on in excess of a quarter century of library benefits uniquely in scholastic area and 
position of perusers especially understudies thought sneaked as a top priority to portray the things and 
bring to the notice of library experts and academicians with the goal that their mind will occupy towards 
this subject. It might make viable mindfulness among perusers, to be increasingly basic and elevate clients 
to gain more from the library. Thinking about this need some viewpoint of all encompassing methodology 
are examined in the paper and in like manner a few recommendations are given, for example, valuation for 
library workers for great administrations, perusers participation, staff association and so forth. 
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INTRODUCTION: 
 Word reference importance of all encompassing methodology is managing or treating an entire 
of something and not simply just a section. It means dealing with something absolutely in all 
perspectives. 
         All encompassing methodology envelop most extreme conceivable viewpoint that is a finished 
character in regard of instruction, culture, social, gainful to contribute for the prosperity of society at 
national and worldwide dimension. This approach is exhaustive as it covers most extreme conceivable 
things required for by and large advancement of a person. Comprehensive methodology is an individual 
way of thinking dependent on the criteria or parameter that every viewpoint discovers personality, 
which means also, reason in life through association with the network, characteristic world and human 
qualities. It is the spirit of any movement that help to unites individuals on normal stage. As indicated 
by Kshama Pandey and Niitu Singh (2013) all encompassing vision incorporates a feeling of entire 
individual who is associated with his or her encompassing setting and condition. Library staff ought to 
have distinct fascination for drawing in and building up the entire peruser. Diverse could be physical, 
enthusiastic, mental and profound. (https://www.co.in accessed on 10/5/2019). 
          Since Holistic Approach is a successful methods, it bargains all perspectives about in general 
advancement of individual in this manner it recognizes the proper research issue. Consequently 
distinguishing proof of right research issues leads to discover possible measures to beat impediments 
which is the extreme point of any examination. 
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           Procedure of Holistic Approach includes understanding a framework. Endeavor to create and 
keep up various points of view and further apply comprehensive methodology towards complete 
advancement of an individual and gathering of individuals. 
 
BENEFITS OF HOLISTIC APPROACH 
         All encompassing methodology fortifies solid relations between specialist co-ops and 
administration searchers. It recognize quality, shortcoming, intrigue, hesitant nature, disposition and so 
on of the individual and gathering of individuals and controlling measures can be connected. All 
encompassing methodology likewise changes the outlook of specialist co-op and changes them to more 
generous, kind and supportive to every last one and hence they contribute more in their individual 
zones. 
 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
         Belousa I and Stakle A (2004) have examined significance of comprehensive methodology in 
advanced education. As per them it helps in comprehension of individual and practical advancement of 
society and leads in making feeling of vote based system in network. 
         Mill operator R (2000a) expressed that all encompassing instruction is worried about existence 
encounters, not with limited characterized 'essential abilities'. This implies all encompassing 
methodology is more than instruction. 
        Patel N V (2003) conclusions, all encompassing methodology creates understudies to be basic, 
certain and free. It expects to make learning a procedure of personal development and serves to 
perceive self in social setting. 
        D'souza Anjali (2017) supported in 'entire individual training: An Indian point of view'- s 
education ought not be constrained to make understudies scholastically solid however it ought to be 
adjusted solid brain science, genuinely and physically. 
        Thinking about part of all encompassing methodology what's more, survey of above 
examinations specialist feels that the idea of all encompassing methodology could be connected through 
libraries in increasingly powerful way and that too with enormous number of perusers uniquely 
understudies. Since libraries have key job in teaching clients what's more libraries are open for 
additional hours than study hall educating. Library has tremendous differentiated accumulation and 
this empowers clients. to pick books of their advantage. Inspiration to perusers to visit library also, staff 
connection could fortify comprehensive methodology successfully. 
 
LIBRARIES AND HOLISTIC APPROACH 
                  Libraries independent of their sorts are on a very basic level set up for scholarly advancement 
of reader's. It is the prime duty all things considered. In fact centering just on normal and formal 
administrations, being staying in system of principles, guidelines, discipline these all are insufficient for 
generally speaking character advancement of perusers. Need put together administrations based with 
respect to good qualities, full contribution, commitment, connection, enthusiastic and physical support 
towards perusers has enormous effect. This approach gives feel of visit library in perusers. 
               Library staff assumes a significant job. Genuine, powerful furthermore, greatest administrations 
with full focus on perusers lead to create comprehensive methodology. This comprehensive 
methodology creates perusers to be basic, sure and autonomous. Along these lines achievement of 
library relies on comprehensive methodology. Staff need to assume critical job. Need is to be given for 
need based administrations. Other than they need to make library staff mindful pretty much all 
potential ways where peruser's generally speaking advancement could be accomplished. Library staff 
should act like controlling light. Entire hearted administrations with individual touch are progressively 
significant as it has beneficial outcome on clients. Generally in the time of ICT perusers get themselves 
includes what's more, occupied in perusing information on electronic gadgets like android telephones, 
tabs, PCs and so on and toward the end they don't get adequate data according to their desires. 
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LIBRARY STAFF NEEDS TO DEVELOP HOLISTIC APPROACH 
                 In present decade, advanced education framework has renamed scholastic libraries to 
Learning Resource Center'. Reason behind this change is to reintroduce job of library from library to 
learning asset focus. Already the term library is by all accounts taken more storage facility of perusing 
assets than the administrations. Where as new name 'learning asset focus' accentuation is given on 
learning of perusers than the minding of storage facility of information. It is acknowledged that in 
genuine sense and not restricted to storage facility. The term 'learning' itself advance job of scholastic 
library from dynamic to proactive. That is the reason it is prime obligation of the bookkeeper including 
his/her staff to be increasingly proficient, create ability and nature of library administrations, push 
limits of self information and show sympathy towards perusers. There is have to make change in the 
method for working, timings, technique, revamp of assets and disperse administrations. Presently the 
job of library not remained restricted like past, to deal with assets, give administrations dependent on 
interest, procure new assets after suggestions by concern workforce, submit report to the office for 
review reason, etc. 
 
CONCLUSION 
             The concise investigation of all encompassing methodology: Soul of practical library 
administrations demonstrates that in current circumstance all encompassing approach toward 
perusers is a perfect and proper methods of improving library administrations. It forms and refine 
character of peruser believing all required viewpoint to be a complete and flawless man. Learning asset 
focus' accentuation is given on learning than the minding of storage facility of information. To bring this 
new change library staff need to create comprehensive methodology. All encompassing methodology 
goes for making a difference understudies to be most that they can be. Elevate client to depict the idea 
what they have realized. Normality in obligations, discipline, dedication, enthusiasm for learning, 
connection furthermore, duty towards perusers... and so on are required for library staff. Backing from 
the executives and reaction of perusers to library staff are similarly critical to make the all 
encompassing methodology more achievement. 
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